I am in a cabin with a friend and are supposed to attend a conference there. It is actually snowing and we leave by car with two girls. We actually reach his place by the sea and I let them go swim while I seat inside to work on his desk. I am about to pee on it but I hear my friend coming back.
I am with my son in his room and get an e-mail from an artist I just met. There is actually no text and only an attachment. I open it and realize that it is a picture of her. Her face is quite shabby but when I sweep it away her real face shows up. She is actually much cuter but her body changed.
I am in my house in the mountains with my old neighbour who just got an operation. He is doing well and tells me how his house was built at the beginning of the last century. I then want to tell him about my house but he takes me to his house to eat and I catch our young neighbour kissing.
I am in the car with my stepfather driving to terminal ferry. I actually see some illegal immigrants running next to us an I tell him to lock the doors. They are already lock and he is very calm. We then park at the terminal leaving my sister a space in front of us and he puts on his headphones.
I am in a pub listening to a band with a Mexican singer playing guitar. He starts a famous song and I try to write it down on my phone but he gives me a small bottle. There is the song written on it and I try to sing along but it is actually too small and I don't know where in the text they are.
I am walking to a bus but see a person laying down next to the entrance. A tall man run against us and I realize that he has just robbed the driver. I then start talking to another passenger but find that he also wants to rob me. I try to walk away from him telling my girlfriend to avoid him.
I am in an apartment with a lot of Arab guys. We are actually in the living room and I realize that my son's room is rented to an Italian guy. He is out and I call him on the phone to ask him when he is coming back but I realize that he is thinks that I want him to spend the night at his friend.
I am walking in a city and pass by a hair dresser. There is no one inside and I go in to get a haircut but then a lot of other costumers arrive. One of them is a punk and takes a machine to shave me only on one side. Other people demand to have a hair cut before me and the hair dressed leaves.
I am going inside a movie theater that it is already dark and everyone is seated. I need to search for my girlfriend and I hear an announcement saying the seat number where she is. I am not able to read any number but they suddenly turn on the lights for me and she yells at me where she is.
I am driving a small car down the road going to a big sanctuary. I actually need to park so that I can take my girlfriend to see it but don't manage to get the car close enough to the sidewalk. As we walk out I see a lot of guys running down and throwing balls. One actually hits the roof of our car.
I am in a small storage room talking to my supervisor. There is a long root going all around and we need to fill it up with an application for me to get a grant. The root is old and eaten but she takes a piece for me to chew. I then tell her that I can buy it very cheaply at the Arab market outside.
I am with some colleagues in my mountain apartment. There is a little window behind them with a view on the mountains but they don't seem to care. I then go out by myself and walk on a road by a forest. There are small trees all around and I hear them crying when the wind blows on them.
I am with my son in a small cottage. The owner is serving cake but we decide to go biking out on a field. My son is ahead and I am afraid he goes too much down. We actually reach a newly built trench taking us into a deep cave. My son stops and I go ahead with a Southern Italian couple.
I am in my old bedroom seating on the floor and changing optic to my camera. I try to replace it with a bigger optic I had before but a piece rolls away from me. I then pick it up and try to look for a way to safely store it. I actually realize that there are metal caps I can use from the other optic.
I am watching a film with some gangsters going for a robbery on a big car. In a room in the back an old gangster asks a favor to a gay gangster. He then prepares to have sex with him in return and takes his t-shirt off. He actually has transvestite boops and the gay gay gangster comes too early.
I am outside of a museum with a Dutch artist. We are actually waiting to meet the director and I have my laptop out trying to find our presentation. I can only find documents with a lot of text and the director suddenly comes. I try to apologize but she wants to make sure that we keep it short.
I am in a small forest in front of my kid's school. Her mother is there and I try to tell her that we should send him to another school. She then asks which one and I tell her that the other public school is socialist but there is a private one teaching in English. It is not too expensive either.
I am in my stepfather's big car listening to my little sister complaining about my twin sister. She is not trusting her and we are actually driving to the clinic so that she can supervise her work. As we drop her off we drive back to pick my twin sister who is taking a course in art history.
I am going on a ski-lift up a mountain road with my best friend and I try to tell him to come to the top with me. As he tells me that he would only do it in the summer he falls down and I continue alone inside a cave. There a re kids there and I sing for them but get caught by an old professor.
I am walking with a guy next to his field and reach a parking lot where a family friend arrives by car. He is drunk and goes against the fence. He then comes out playing like a robot and getting all naked. My mother is also on a side undressing to put on her bike clothes and he imitates her.
I am on a train with a lot of luggage. It arrives at my stop and I get out but forget some luggage inside. I then go in to take it and when I get out again a man tells me that some Arab boys have taken my luggage back inside. I then go in and I am about to hit them but the train starts leaving.
I am in a small square with a group of Portuguese people. I am actually delivering a speech to them about anarchy and I am about to jell that if we Italian would be enslaved like them we would die. I realize how negative this sentence is for them and refrain from saying the last part of it.
I am with my kid in a basement and decide to play a video-game even though it is for adults. He then shows it to me and we start playing it. We are actually two soldiers on a mission in an enemy base. They already found out that we are crawling inside and start shooting many lasers at us.
I am in my mountain barn using a chainsaw to cut down the old wooden planks. As I do it the security handle pops out and I realize that little of the plastic around it is left. A Japanese girl comes also inside but I don't want to stop the chainsaw as I don't even have the cable to start it again.
I am walking with my homosexual Greek friend at night. I try to be nice him but I realize that he thinks I want to kiss him. There is a park on one side with shops on the other and I only wait for him to go inside one. He finally gets in a small gallery and I escape in the park even though is dark.
I am seating with my old friends and notice one with his arm on a girl. She is actually together with a guy in front of her but my friend doesn't care and keeps harassing her. She is also very open and decides to let him smell her vagina. She then goes with her finger inside and we all look down.
I am seating on the staircase of an apartment building when my Norwegian friend comes with an egg. He has actually made it himself but I see that there is a little hole and it is leaking. As I turn around I see that his Japanese girlfriend is also there and she is painting her teeth black to go out.
I am in my mountain cottage and go to the neighbour to ask him for a sweater. His son is there and tells me that I cannot land anything from them. I then go back to my house and find that a black guy is in the courtyard. He is plowing with a pickax but as I get close to him he tries to hit me.
I am in a institute talking to my old American professor. I tell him to give a lecture to us about surveillance. As he starts telling about many artists he could talk about I realize that he is one of my old female colleagues. I then walk to the classroom to announce but they are watching a film.
I am looking at my e-mail and find one from a member of the committee looking after my apartment building. She is informing me that there have been bugs eating all the wood in the terraces and everyone has signed to remove them but me. I then remember I got a form but never sent it back.
I am walking with my girlfriend in a building I just bought in Holland. We then find that there is even a conference room. As we get there we also discover a big green house with a lot of small cactus. They are still selling them and we even find that I own a gym with half a basketball court.
I am already inside an airport and use a machine to check-in. I have actually booked several tickets and realize that one of them has a different flight number. I then ask another passenger seated next to me and she tells me a complete different number but then a hostess tells me the right one.
I am with my parents walking up a long staircase on a steep hill. We are actually going to a restaurant and my ex wife is in front of me. She seems happy and we are all enjoying our time together but then I get next to her to talk about our son and realize that she is very angry in her face.
I am in a classroom with another artist. We are both supposed to give a lecture but I propose him to go out for a walk and skip the introduction. He is actually very willing to stay and a curator begins to talk. I then realize that my speech is in a bigger auditorium but I cannot leave anymore.
I am in a restaurant and see an old relative in a small room. I go to him but he is taking pictures and doesn't greet me. I then notice that his daughters are at the table and he is actually photographing a kid although he is too old to be the father and they are too young to be the mothers.
I am with some family friends in my mountain cottage. I then take them to see my barn and tell them how I have replaced a whole floor. They all like it but one of them think I have only spent half of what I did. I then invite him to look out of a small window at all the land that is part of the barn.
I am walking in a small classroom and realize that a famous old researcher is presenting. I then walk to the end and seat by the teacher saying that he is going to talk about the same thing again. He actually shows black and white photos and then lets his wife talk about how sick she is of him.
I am in a commercial center walking around and get a message from my ex wife. She is telling me that our son is boarding and I realize that I have to go to the airport to pick him up. I actually have a bike and go fast through the crowd ending up in a square. I check my phone but it is too late.
I am looking at a guy playing chess by himself. He is almost done but he wants me to finish the game playing against him. I then take one chess that is very big and move it diagonally to the other side of the board. It is actually an empty glass and I realize he can eat me with a tower.
I am outside my girlfriend's house talking to her. Her brother is inside cooking and I decide to go in and turn on a porno channel as a joke. As I am about to do it my girlfriend warns me that his family is coming. I then look outside the window and see his wife and two kids almost at the door.
I am by a lake talking to my best friend about a girl. I tell him that I took her along a river until she dumped me and he explains me that he took her on the second part of the river until she damped him. We then realize that there was a third guy who too the girl in a small island in front of us.
I am in my mountain village and realize that there is a small market. I walk to the last stand and find my old neighbour selling fancy glasses. One of them belonged to a famous actress and I ask for the price. He then explains me that he has kept for many years and the price is still the same.
I am watching a movie and realize that a blond actress is a philosophy professor. I have one of her books in front of me and it is very big. I then start reading through the introduction and realize that the images are actually animated and belongs to various objects I can also see in the film.
I am walking in an old Italian city and try to take a route I never took. I then end up in a tailor shop and get in to fetch some red pants. I try them on and they fit me perfectly but the shop assistant open her legs and wants me to make love to her. I then leave and reach another tailor shop.
I am in a park and realize that I have a lot of black dogs. One of them is actually a black pig and receives as much salary as I do. There are several women looking after him even though they don't know how little money he earns. I then wonder if they would give him the same care if they knew.
I am in a villa talking to rich guy from my village. He is telling me of a square in an Ameican city where they do an Italian festivity. As he starts talking to my mother about a transaction he is making with some Chinese I realize that we are in her villa and that there is an incredible view out.
I am in an apartment and go to the bathroom but realize that it is my parents'. My stepfather is actually outside waiting and I leave immediately but he right away checks inside. The WC handle is broken and he starts scolding me but I say that this is what happens when you buy an old house.
I am walking in an American city and reach an auditorium shaped like a cube. My philosophy professor is by the stairs and tells me that I won't be allowed to present my essay since I have skipped the previous class. I then ask if I can just give it to him but he tells me that I have failed.
I am in the mountains and inspect a old house a guy wants to sell me. Everything is to be rebuilt and I carefully walk outside. We then go to my apartment to sign a contract for the land around it but I realize that also my sister needs to sign. I then walk out saying that I have to check about it.
I am with my son in the back of my best friend's car. As we get off he starts looking at it but I think it is nothing special. He keeps looking and I realize that it is a fancy car belonging to another guy. We walk in the front and see how well crafted it is with all the parts coming out as small wings.
I am inside my barn and go upstairs where I asked a carpenter to make a small exhibition place. He has actually managed to build a wall diving the room in two. On one side there is a box made of metal net. The other side is smaller and there is also a metal box that is proportionally smaller.
I am in a small church when the priest takes up the diary that the son of my mountain neighbours have written for me. It is filled with pictures of him eating and poohing but the priest is really severe and starts condemning what the guy has written as comments even though he is a pedophile.
I am out in a square at night and go to one of the exits. I use different kinds of tea boxes to build a very high wall and then invite a Chinese man to go up with me. From the top we can see an execution but I want to see it closer and go down again removing some tea boxes to bring with me.
I am in a small classroom about to improvise a one hour lecture but my parents are also there and they start to tease me. I then tell them to be serious and give an introduction of what I am going to teach. I divide the lecture in three parts and get the idea of teach them about storytelling.
I am in a garden and seat with a couple to eat. The guy complains about the tortellini his wife has made but I like it. As I am eating she seats next to me and puts her legs next to mine. I cannot move and she starts moving them against me although her husband his on the other side.
I am with my girlfriend in a commercial center and we walk up a podium where she wants to rest. I take out my camera to photograph her but she doesn't want that. I then decide to walk around the podium and photograph her by surprise. As I walk around I see an old girlfriend but avoid her.
I am in a garden where a girl is making an experiment. She has to live off the plants there but a guy says she should build her own shelter. She then goes down a valley to pick empty bottles and one of her friends goes to buy cement for her. She refuses it and tries to use mud to bind them.
I am in my parents old house playing with my kid and realize that we are late for his plane. I then decide to drive to the airport but my grandmother's car is blocking the way. I tell her to move it but I have to wait very long and check on the ticket that we will never make it on time to check in.
I am with two American girls and they decide to take me to their room. I lay in the middle of their bedroom but realize that there are a lot of surveillance cameras looking at us from outside the window. One little man is actually removing them for us but fails to knock down the main one.
I am in the tiny wooden cabin built by an artist. As he tells me how he got the money by the municipality to build it I try to understand why he kept the window so low. As I look out I actually remember the previous boat that was there and he tells me how he tried to recreated with his mother.
I am on a pier with a friend and we jump in the water. It is warm and we start swimming out but an Italian policeman tells us not to go too far. I then ask him if he means we should keep close to the pier or to the beach and I start swimming down until I meet my son who is going up to shower.
I am walking by an old house and go up to a cement staircase I built. A nun is behind me telling me how ugly the owner of the house has become and how handsome I am. I actually seat on the last step to pooh while the nun keeps talking. I don't care about her but suddenly get afraid to fall.
I am at my parents' wedding getting cake and realize that we still haven't cheer them. I then spot my twin sister and go to her even though she looks very skinny. We then agree to scream together our good wishes to our parents but all the other people start talking and my voice is too low.
I am inside a station and see a friend approaching from the other side. He has a fake ticket in his hand and I am supposed to give him one of my two valid tickets. I then get close to the gate and he drops the fake one but the guards are too close to me and I give it back to him without switching.
I am on a shore with my girlfriend. The water is too dirty to swim but she goes in anyway and I look at her from a rock. There are some young guys and she manages to reach them but they start touching her. She then touches the elbow of one of them and even grabs another between his legs.
I am in the changing room of a big gym and meet the owner's daughter. I then ask her about the big swimming pool outside and she tells me that they might close it even though it is crowded with people. As I walk to it I meet my colleagues who wish me to sign the attendance list for a meeting.
I am in a big supermarket and buy several disks. I then put them in the chart of a Chinese girl who also bought them and we reach my best friend who is choosing a disk writer. He suggests a very cheap one that is even connected to a haven made of earth. He turns it on too feel how warm it is.
I am walking up an old condominium hiding from my stepfather. I actually reach the apartment of an artist and seat on the table to discuss with him about the renovation of my barn. I then tell him how I want to construct the floors using bricks but my stepfather steps in saying it is harmful.
I am at a lecture and meet a museum director. He wants my drawings and I give him a whole folder explaining that I did them last month. As he starts arranging them for a publication he asks me to make an appointment and I run to get my agenda but find myself suspended on an old timber.
I am with my girlfriend at a car shop and she asks the seller if we can change our van with another one. He then starts looking for a new one but I tell him that we can have it used. He has two and takes the measurements of the bigger one. The motor is not so strong but the inside is huge.
I am seating on a stone wall and many girls come around me. They think I am a famous artist and confuse me for a German friend. As I start telling them what I am actually up only a girl stays but I cannot understand what she means. I then walk away showing my girlfriend's engagement ring.
I am with my old friends looking at the photos of one of them. He was very drunk when the others were trying to give him an haircut. We are actually inside a sport car and another friend is driving very fast down a slope in my native highland. It is dark and I realize how dangerous it is.
I am with a Croatian friend on a field up North. He has planted trees from his own country and I ask him when he is going to go back. He is never going back and tells me how the trees have died. As his neighbours come by without greeting I realize that some of the branches are blossoming.
I am walking through a market and steal two slices of bread from the Chinese. I then go to the public toilette to eat them but there are raisins inside. As I walk back I get in the middle of a protest and pretend to be a journalist. I then interview their leaders who gives me two identical books.
I am in an amusement park and look at my son coming down a big slide. He actually wins the record and I start putting oil on his suit to go even faster. He then walks up again and we are all ready for him to beat the record but he ends up in a video-game where he has to drive a mushroom.
I am walking with my girlfriend up a small mountain and reach a tiny restaurant. We then ask the owner if she can make some pasta for us but she is busy carrying away heavy logs. We then look inside and see that other women are slicing a lamb in pieces and the meat is filled with worms.
I am in front of a bank and send some teenagers inside to ask if I can get a new mortgage. The bank assistant comes out to fetch me and we seat at his desk to go through my profile. He then starts reading a very long document and tells me that I first must have all my belonging insured.
I am watching a website and find that my uncle was interviewed by a TV channel. I then try to watch the interview but it does not play. I can only play it on a small thumbnail and I see him talking on his motorcycle. He speaks too fast and the camera moves to my aunt who looks very ugly.
I am with my son and get in line with two drug addicts to go in a disco. I am quite concerned but we go in really fast and get on a terrace with many small clubs. I choose one that is really quiet. Inside there is no music and only one girl who soon leaves and we discover a lot of old video-games.
I am traveling back to my mountain village. My mother is on the phone and wants me to go first to fix my pants but I disobey her and go directly to my barn. As I open I realize that my parents are there and they have completely renovated it. There is a blue kitchen and the floors are of wood.
I am walking with my girlfriend in my native town and come to an hair dresser shop. It is empty inside and a very pretty woman is wiping the dust outside. As we are about to leave again my girlfriend asks me about her and I explain that her mother has an hair dresser shop right in front.
I am a soldier walking with my army through a village. We actually reach my apartment and I go in with two other soldiers. I actually hear that my neighbour is about to rob us and I try to load my riffle but the bullet comes out very weak. Another soldier shows me how to put tape around it.
I am watching a film of my spiritual friend running inside a church after killing one woman. He is followed by the priest and hides on a fresco on top. He actually blends in the painting and swims to me. The priest is actually is father and he is plastering the walls with cement and iron bars.
I am walking to my mountain village and end up in a field covered in snow. It is already dark but I can see a lot of trucks parked around. One guy is actually training with a little one and I realize that he is trying to run over me. I then hide behind other trucks and run up as soon as he passes.
I am at a job interview with five other people. Three of them are actually me pretending to be someone else. The employer is confused and lets us speak one by one. I then try to improvise a character for each of the person I pretend to be and at last the employer decides to employ the real me.
I am in a small room hiding behind my twin sister. In front of her is a small German baby and I wear a panda puppet on my left hand and pretend to eat her nose with it. I try to call his nose as a potato in German but she pulls herself down and I realize that her head is the lid of an iron pot.
I am in a lab working at night and check if my Chinese boss is asleep. When I come back I realize that my other colleague has set up very many cool experiments. I then ask him if I can take a picture of him and he makes a funny pose but the room is small I cannot capture his entire body.
I am part of a small fair and an homosexual gives me a list of expensive cosmetic products to present. It is actually written on his underwear and I fold it. I then go to the bathroom to put on some nice clothes but realize that I have lost the underwear. My sister is also there we cannot find it.
I am on a road in a village of my native highland walking with a cup of tea. I actually need to take it all the way to a restaurant on top of a mountain and I decide to hitchhike. A girl with an expensive old car stops and I get in. There are other girls in the back and I feel happy but she gets lost.
I am at an important event with many famous people. The director wants me on stage to present the products of the sponsors. I then pick them one by one and read the name of the product to the public but they are all in German. As I try to pick more products I realize that they are all gone.
I am in the house of a fat pedophile and he puts a porn for me on his laptop in the leaving room. It is actually only the picture of a woman and the screen slowly moves to his naked parts. I try to masturbate but feel disgusted about the fat man who is up the stairs looking sometime at me.
I am with my son on a small opening in the forest. It is dark but we are under a light and I get the phone call of his mother. She asks me if we can organize a trip to Berlin together and I pause our conversation to ask my son if she is okay. He tells me that she has issues with her boyfriend.
I am in my girlfriend's house and we get flooded. I actually have a boat in the cellar and it comes up floating but I realize that I did not close it properly. We get on it anyway and start rowing on the river. There is a fence next to us and some pillars made on purpose for me to push with my foot.
I am in an institute looking for my Polish friend. We have to leave for the airport and I find that he is with many other old friends. I then start greeting them all and realize that one have his mouth sewed. Another offers me a job at an important university but I realize that he committed suicide.
I am with my son on top of a small mountain and we see a father and a son coming with the snow scooter. The father is really dark hair but speaks Swedish and I try to explain our sons the way to the sea. He then goes down to the vegetable garden with my mother to pick up all the trash bags.
I am seating in a cafeteria and see my American curator friend approaching. I greet him but he is busy talking to another guy and leaves. I then see another American guy seating on the opposite side and I go to seat in front of him. He then tells me that he has just been back from the States.
I am walking in a natural reserve and decide to mark the territory with some long screws I have in my pocket. I then screw one on a rotten handrail and plan to continue along a small bridge but it is all over flooded with water from a small stream. I want to cross it anyway to keep marking.
I am walking in the middle of the night with my former father-in-law and his friend. They actually woke me up but I try to keep sleeping. We reach a cabin where they want to watch a movie and I immediately take the big sofa to lay down on it but my father-in-law keeps next to me to set up.
I am with a group of relatives and see a train flying in the sky. As one kid wants to go there an uncle builds a cloud for us to stand. We get higher than the train and have even very long poles to walk. We then follow a street and are well synchronized but have to cross the train going around us.
I am in a stadium at night watching two hockey players on a volleyball field. Suddenly a group of Swedish girls comes in singing and dancing. I feel embarrassed and start talking shit about them to my neighbour but one of them comes seating next to me and wants me to move my feet away.

